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Citrix ShareFile Helps Customers Accelerate the Move to the Mobile, Digital Office
New Capabilities in ShareFile Enable Customers to Streamline Document Workflows, Increasing Productivity and
Collaboration Across Teams and Clients
SANTA CLARA, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- The benefits of becoming a digital office are well-documented, and businesses
have much to gain from adopting technology that streamlines employees' workflows and routine processes, while
maintaining high levels of security and compliance. The modern workplace is experiencing dramatic gains in productivity and
efficiency, while also improving the way teams and clients collaborate from anywhere, at any time, on any device. Industry
analyst firm IDC indicates that 80 percent of businesses have processes that still rely on paper and that most organizations
are just beginning to transform their businesses with document and information management leading the way. Yet, 72
percent of businesses agree that improving document processes would increase customer satisfaction and/or increase
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brand value .
With these market drivers and the influence of the more than 80,000 business customers and 20 million business users,
Citrix continues to drive innovation in its leading file sync-and-sharing solution. These include a smarter and simpler user
experience, as well as a more streamlined way to view and take concise action on files of all types, including getting
feedback and approvals on documents, sharing DICOM medical images, viewing 3D architectural renderings, and even
requesting and tracking audit lists. ShareFile customers are more productive, collaborative and secure, as they transition to
the workplace of the future by evolving their business workflows and processes from paper to digital.
What's New in ShareFile
In today's business environment, there is an explosion of data and apps, and an ever-growing need for collaboration across
geographies. However, there has been no systematic way to store, share, review or approve documents that are critical to
business functions and services until ShareFile. ShareFile is built - from the ground up - for business, giving customers a
simpler way to collaborate with teams and clients with built-in feedback and approval workflows.


Users can get feedback, request approvals and e-signatures - all within ShareFile's web interface.



Track feedback and approvals in real time with the ability to set due dates and view status at any time.



Eliminate the need to send documents via email and track for version control.

ShareFile gives customers a smarter way to work with a new, web-based dashboard and interface.


Recently opened files are easily accessible.



Users can do more in less time with easy-to-find actions and a clean, straightforward design that enhances
productivity.



Quick access to tutorials and links are available upon log-in to guide users step-by-step.

ShareFile provides a better, more convenient way to view every file with its new content viewer.


Users see a clear view of 60+ file types without the need to wait for downloads and have the ability to preview the
most common file formats, including PDFs, without having to leave the web browser.



Users can conveniently share files, and request feedback and approvals through workflows - right from the viewer.

New and Enhanced Solutions for Industry-Specific Solutions
Many industries, including finance, insurance and real estate, have specific workflow and compliance needs - including
support for FINRA, HIPAA and CFPB. ShareFile addresses these needs, and can be configured in a way that streamlines
many of the common, industry-specific use cases - particularly in Accounting and Healthcare. The high level of
customization and industry knowledge that ShareFile provides enables customers to have workflows and peace of mind that
is tailored to their individual needs.

ShareFile for medical imaging enables customers in healthcare-related fields to reduce their need for CDs with its
diagnostic-quality DICOM viewer and storage that supports HIPAA compliance. Healthcare providers and payers can now
request, upload, view and share medical images in a simple, cloud-based environment. For nearly a decade, CPAs using
ShareFile for Accounting have been able to easily exchange large QuickBooks files, monthly statements, and tax returns.
Thanks to the most-recent improvements to ShareFile, CPAs can now create and track PBC lists (Provided By Client Lists),
and request e-signatures for IRS forms 8879s. The request list feature eliminates the painstaking need to rely on email and
spreadsheets, reducing complexity and error.
Quotes
Terri McClure, Senior Analyst, Cloud Infrastructure and File Sharing, ESG
"Business leaders recognize the need to embrace a modern, digital workplace to drive greater efficiency in business
processes. This means taking a close look at their document and information management workflows and embracing
technologies to take the friction out of these processes while keeping data secure. By using ShareFile's collaborative
workflow and security features, customers and their clients benefit from more streamlined and structured processes,
speeding time to complete projects, deliver results, and increase customer satisfaction, all while complying with stringent
security requirements."
Byron Patrick, Managing Director, CPA Practice, Network Alliance
"Innovations in technology, like the Citrix ShareFile new approval workflow and request list, just keep getting better. The
approval workflow capability simplifies the cumbersome process of collecting source documents while keeping a CPA client's
information safe, secure and private. Firms I work with are more efficient when collaborating with their clients, who
appreciate the simplicity of the system."
Kevin Gardner, Operations Manager, US Framing International
"As far as time saved, the approval workflow capability helps out tremendously. Instead of sending multiple emails back and
forth and tracking comments and changes, they can go and comment on every page of the document in one go around.
That saves us time in the approval conversation. We probably had a three-day turn around for approvals before, and with
the approval workflow we've been able to cut a day out of that process."
Samantha Rice, Firm Administrator, McMahan, Thomson & Associates, P.C.
"The approval workflow feature has helped us improve our communication on projects that require more than one team
member. It has eliminated email chains and provided a centralized location for all feedback and changes to documents."
Nate Spilker, Vice President ShareFile and Cloud Services, Citrix
"Customers of all sizes are looking for solutions that allow them to work and collaborate seamlessly from anywhere,
transforming their businesses to be more efficient and mobile. Citrix is continuing to drive innovation in ShareFile beyond file
sharing and storage to address the workflow needs of the modern worker. Now with a simpler user interface and industryspecific solutions, ShareFile is helping its customers to increase productivity and collaboration."
Related Links


ShareFile product page



Announcement: Citrix Customers Experience Growth, Increased Cost Savings and Productivity with ShareFile



Blog: Meet the New ShareFile: What's in store for ShareFile Users



Video: New Approval Workflow
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Facebook: Citrix

About Citrix

Citrix (NASDAQ:CTXS) aims to power a world where people, organizations and things are securely connected and
accessible to make the extraordinary possible. Its technology makes the world's apps and data secure and easy to access,
empowering people to work anywhere and at any time. Citrix provides a complete and integrated portfolio of Workspace-asa-Service, application delivery, virtualization, mobility, network delivery and file sharing solutions that enables IT to ensure
critical systems are securely available to users via the cloud or on-premise and across any device or platform. With annual
revenue in 2015 of $3.28 billion, Citrix solutions are in use by more than 400,000 organizations and over 100 million users
globally. Learn more atwww.citrix.com.
For Citrix Investors
This release contains forward-looking statements which are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of Section 27A of
the Securities Act of 1933 and of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The forward-looking statements in
this release do not constitute guarantees of future performance. Those statements involve a number of factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially, including risks associated with the impact of the global economy and uncertainty in
the IT spending environment, revenue growth and recognition of revenue, products and services, their development and
distribution, product demand and pipeline, economic and competitive factors, the Company's key strategic relationships,
acquisition and related integration risks as well as other risks detailed in the Company's filings with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Citrix assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking information contained in this press
release or with respect to the announcements described herein. The development, release and timing of any features or
functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion and is subject to change without notice or
consultation. The information provided is for informational purposes only and is not a commitment, promise or legal
obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions or
incorporated into any contract.
© 2016 Citrix Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. Citrix and ShareFile and are trademarks of Citrix Systems, Inc. and/or one or
more of its subsidiaries, and may be registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and in other countries. All other
trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.
1 IDC InfoBrief, sponsored by Adobe, "Business transformation through smarter document workflows," April 2016.
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